JENKINS, J., ET AL.: Diagnosis of atrial fibrillation using electrograms from chronic leads: evaluation of computer algorithms. This study compares the performance of three detection algorithms for the recognition 0/atriaJ fibrillation in chronic pacing leads. Multiple serial recordings were obtained of wideband and filtered electrograms from chronic atrial and ventricular leads in dogs/or a period up to 55 days following implantation. Each dog was recorded in sinus rhythm and induced atrial /ibriJiation. Four days were chosen for processing: The day of implantation and a day in the jirst, second or third, and fifth weeks. Three signal processing methods were assessed for performance in detection of atrial jibriJiation: software recognition of rate with automatic threshold control, amplitude distribution, and frequency spectral analysis. A software trigger for rate determination was adjusted to thresholds of 10, 20, and 30% of maximum baseline-to-peak amplitude. At 10%, a rate boundary anywhere between 420 and 560 beats per minute (bpm) perfectly separated atriaJ jibriJJation from sinus rhythm even though atriaJ electrograms were contaminated with large QRS de/Jections and doubJe-sensing was present. At 20% and 30%, a rate boundary around 300 bpm could be used, but sensitivity and specificity were reduced to 90%. In amplitude distribution anaJysis, a percent 0/ time within a baseline window provided perfect separation of atrial jibriiJation from sinus rhythm. In aJJ cases, the signal was within this window Jess than 43% of the time in atrial fibriJJation, and more than 43% in sinus rhythm. In spectral anaJysis, frequency bands were examined for power content. In the 6 to 30 Hz band atrial fibrillation contained the greater power. Choosing 58% of total power as a discriminant, sensitivity and specificity of atrial fibrillation detection were 100% and 95% respectively.
Introduction
The accurate diagnosis of atrial fibrillation is an important task in the design of antitachycardia devices. Atrial fibrillation can occur in patients who also have supraventricular tachycardia or ventricular tachycardia, and atrial fibrillation can confound devices which are used to control these other arrhythmias. In addition, it is possible that future devices will be used which are specifically designed to control atrial fibrillation,Ê xisting algorithms for automatic diagnosis of rhythm by devices are mostly based on rate in either chamber, or change of rate.^'^'* For these algorithms to detect atrial fibrillation, the atrial electrogram during fibrillation must have discrete deflections of sufficient amplitude to trigger an electronic counting circuit. Unfortunately, sensing difficulties from chronic atrial leads are common^ and the atrial rate during atrial fibrillation can be grossly undercounted by a circuit whose sensing characteristics are set for sinus rhythm.
JENKINS. ET AL. lation from atrial electrograms: atrial rate, amplitude distribution, and spectral analysis. All three methods achieved reasonahle accuracy in distinguishing atrial fihrillation from sinus rhythm. Atrial rate and amplitude density analysis both completely separated episodes of sinus rhythm from episodes of atrial fibrillation. Spectral analysis completely separated episodes of the two rhythms with the exception of one episode of sinus rhythm.
Slocum et al/^ have previously compared similar algorithms for differentiating sinus rhythm from atrial fibrillation. These authors found that amplitude distribution was the most reliable technique. Our study differs from theirs in that we recorded both sinus rhythm and atrial fibrillation in each subject, and we used chronically implanted permanent pacemaker leads and recorded electrograms not only on the day of implantation but also on subsequent days. Also, our data base included atrial electrograms with sizable QRS artifacts. In our study, the performance of the three algorithms seem particularly robust when one considers the marked variability among different electrograms. The algorithms were also robust in another sense. Each algorithm maintained its accuracy despite different choices in feature measurement. For example, the rate algorithm separated atrial fibrillation from sinus rhythm (with at least 90% sensitivity and 90% specificity) at all three defined sensing thresholds. The amplitude distribution algorithm separated atrial fibrillation from sinus rhythm at all four defined window sizes. In this small training set a 100% separation was possible, but some data points were close to the 43% boundary for both sinus rhythm and atrial fibrillation. In a larger population we would expect some overlap and less than perfect result. The power density spectral algorithm separated atrial fibrillation from sinus rhythm at four different defined frequency bands. Thus, these algorithms do not demand enormous precision in feature extraction.
The three algorithms also permit flexibility in decision rules. For each algorithm, the boundary separating atrial fibrillation from normal sinus rhythm could be varied over a wide range of values with maintained accuracy.
All three algorithms could be implemented in implantable devices. The rate algorithm with its software-determined sensing threshold and the amplitude distribution algorithm both could be implemented on the kind of microprocessors which even now are finding their way into implantable devices. The power density spectral method would require chips with special purpose architecture; these are technologically feasible. However, the power density spectral algorithm separates these rhythms using unfiltered data. It is unreasonable to expect that pacemaker sensing amplifiers will ever use unfiltered signals, since enormous difficulties would arise from baseline wander, electrode polarization, and low frequency artifacts including myocardial repolarization.
Our study had the following limitations. First, our study was performed in dogs, because we could not get serial high-fidelity recordings from implanted electrodes in humans, and it is not clear whether our findings can be extrapolated to humans. Second our decision boundaries were produced through analysis of the entire data set. Decision boundaries and criteria for detection were determined retrospectively and results reflect only the small population of this training set. While we were able to get a sense of the robustness of each of the three algorithms, evaluation of the true sensitivity and specificity will have to be tested prospectively on a larger test set. No analysis of electrograms was made during exercise or motion since the dogs were recorded while anesthetized. Positional changes were present though due to the extended period of this chronic study. Finally, we applied the algorithms only to two widely different arrhythmias, sinns rhythm and atrial fibrillation. Further work should be done in which supraventricular tachycardia and atrial flutter are included in the data set. 
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